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CONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE
SEPTEMBER 15,2011
SUBJECT:

METRO GOLD LINE EASTSIDE EXTENSION
QUADRANT GATE STUDY

ACTION:

DIRECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE

RECOMMENDATION

A. Adopt the recommendations to pursue additional grade-crossing improvements
along the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension (MGLEE) including:
Trial demonstrations of In-Roadway Warning Lights (IRWLs) at up to 10
intersections;
Traffic signal timing refinements at selected intersections to further
discourage illegal left turns or to separate pedestrian signal phases from
vehicle turn signal phases at selected locations to eliminate pedestrian
uncertainty;
Enhanced signage at strategic locations to further discourage illegal left turns;
and
B. Receive and file the traffic impact findings from installing quadrant gates at
intersections along the MGLEE. Attachment B contains the Traffic Impact Analysis
report.
ISSUE

At its December 10, 2009 meeting, the Board directed that the necessary environmental
analysis and community outreach to implement four quadrant gates at at-grade
intersections located along the MGLEE be conducted. This report contains the findings
of the analysis and requests Board authorization to environmentally clear non-gate
improvements.
DISCUSSION

The MGLEE is a six-mile light rail transit (LRT) project, which extends the Metro Gold
Line from Downtown Los Angeles at Union Station and continues east to the terminus
near the intersection of Atlantic Avenue and Pomona Boulevard. For approximately four
miles of the alignment, the light rail trains operate in a center median separated from
adjacent vehicular traffic by a six-inch high curb. Where at-grade intersection crossings
occur, the movement of trains, vehicles, and pedestrians are controlled by traffic

signals, train signals, striping, and signage. The California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) regulations limit speed on surface light rail systems to the legal speed of
parallel traffic, but not to exceed 35 miles per hour.
The MGLEE opened for revenue service on November 16,2009. Based on concerns
raised by community stakeholders about perception of safety along the MGLEE, the
Board directed that an analysis of the MGLEE corridor for the purposes of implementing
quadrant gates at at-grade intersections be conducted. Throughout the evaluation
process, public education about the LRT operations continued and key locations where
improvements could be made were identified. To date, more than 25 improvements
have resulted from these efforts including installing and activating four additional photo
enforcement cameras, increasing the photo enforced intersections to 17 and helping to
further discourage illegal left turns. Throughout its 22 months in operation, the MGLEE
alignment has maintained a high level of effectiveness, reporting only minor injuries.
Quadrant Gate Study
Traffic impacts were analyzed in two ways: (1) through preparing a VlSSlM traffic
simulation model comparing travel times for the year 2020 with and without quadrant
gates (see Attachment B); and (2) by conducting a week-long traffic simulation in
partnership with the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works and the Los
Angeles County Sheriffs Department at three MGLEE intersections to simulate train
and vehicle operations under train preemption timing. The results of both analyses
indicate that the impacts of installing quadrant gates along this corridor would be
significant and mostly immitigable, effectively doubling travel time for commuters and
emergency responders.
A key change that would occur with the installation of gates is that traffic signals would
go to an "all red" signal phase and stop traffic in all directions each time a train is
detected as approaching an intersection. This would stop the movements of eastbound
and westbound through traffic which under current operations are allowed to move with
the train when the train receives the green signal phase. This reduces the amount of
time traffic in each direction receives the green signal phase and increases the
frequency of red lights. A review of the photo enforcement data collected along the
MGLEE corridor indicates that the installation of gates would also prevent approximately
300-400 emergency vehicles from proceeding through red light signals during
emergency responses each month, adding delays to approximately 3,600 to 4,800
annual responses.
A review of the MGLEE incident summaries revealed that illegal left turns are
responsible for 11 of the 14 incidents that occurred since service began. While a
number of industry-wide best practices have already been incorporated into the design
of the MGLEE to reduce the risk of illegal left turns, some additional refinements were
identified in the analysis that have the potential to further reduce this risky behavior.
These include refinements to traffic signal phasing, enhanced signage, advanced train
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detection, and trial demonstrations of In-Roadway Warning Lights (IRWLs), including
installation and activation.
Outreach
As part of the environmental analysis, 15 meetings with the community, including
regular updates to the Eastside Review Advisory Committee, and updates upon request
to the Maravilla Community Advisory Committee, the Maravilla Business Association,
and Little Tokyo Community Council Transportation Committee were held. A public
meeting was held on October 20, 2010 and two environmental scoping meetings were
held on April 26thand 28thof this year. While the public comments received at these
meetings consistently opposed the installation of quadrant gates, there was support for
the less impactful measures.
Based on the results of the traffic impact analysis and input from community groups and
emergency response agencies, it is recommended that the package of improvements
described in Recommendation A be pursued. These improvements would focus on
increasing public awareness of train operations, discouraging risky behaviors, would be
implemented in lieu of quadrant gates, and could be accomplished through a California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) categorical exemption.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

The recommended path forward would produce a cost savings of approximately
$200,000 in the existing environmental and engineering contracts. The FY 12 budget
includes $1.060 million in Project 460202, Tasks 01-03 (Metro Gold Line Quad Gate
Study) cost center 4320 (Central Area Team), for the completion of the engineering
design and environmental analysis. Since this is a multi-year project, it will be the
responsibility of the cost center manager and the Executive Director Countywide
Planning for budgeting expenses in future years.
Impact to the Budget
The source of funds for this project is Measure R - Transit Capital 2%. These funds are
eligible for system improvements for rail transit projects. Other sources of funds were
considered; however, by using them it would reduce available funds for other system
wide projects.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

At the Board's direction staff developed engineering plans and environmentally
evaluated 24 at-grade intersections along the MGLEE alignment for the purposes of
installing quadrant gates. However, due to the results of the traffic impact analysis
indicating that the installation of quadrant gates would result in significant impacts for
emergency response vehicles and for commuters and residents along the MGLEE the
installation of quadrant gates is not recommended.
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NEXT STEPS

Upon Board approval, staff will submit a final report with the traffic simulation findings to
the CPUC and continue to work with the City of Los Angeles and County of Los An eles
to identify traffic signal timing refinements at selected intersections along lSt
and 3r%
Streets. Staff will also continue to develop, in partnership with the City and County, an
application for trial demonstrations of IRWLs at up to 10 intersections. As staff moves to
environmentally clear the proposed improvements, the environmental and engineering
contracts will be amended as needed to revise or reduce the scope of the contracts. By
Summer 2012, staff expects to secure approvals from the necessary agencies for the
IRWL demonstrations (an approximate 6-month application process), and then begin
implementation. Other improvements such as refinements to traffic signal timing could
be achieved on a shorter timeframe through coordination with the appropriate City and
County departments. We will continue to provide regular updates to the Eastside
Review Advisory Committee and various business and community groups through the
end of the study process.
ATTACHMENTS

A. Map of Proposed MGLEE Improvements
B. Traffic Impact Analysis Report dated June 2011
Prepared by:

Eric Carlson, Transportation Planning Manager
Robin Blair, Director, Central Area Team
Diego Cardoso, Executive Officer, Countywide Planning
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Executive ~irector,Countywide Planning

"

Arthur T. Leahy
Chief Executive Officer
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METRO GOLD LINE EASTSIDE EXTENSlOM
QUADRANT GATE PROJECT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In December 2009, the Metro Board directed staff to conduct an environmental analysis for the purposes
of installing quadrant gates along the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension (MGLEE) alignment. This
analysis was conducted to assess the traffic impacts that would occur at each of 24 at-grade intersections
along the alignment. The impacts assessed were based on the conceptual quadrant gates designs
provided in Appendix I of the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension Four Quadrant Gate Feasibility Study
(LAMTA, September 2009), which were refined for the purposes of this traffic analysis to incorporate the
latest California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) requirements. The attached report provides a
comparison of traffic conditions under the following four scenarios:
Existing conditions,
Year 2020 No Project conditions (i.e., no quadrant gates),
Year 2020 with Project (quadrant gates) conditions, and
Year 2020 conditions with Project plus Signal Optimization improvements.
The results of the analysis indicate that the implementation of quadrant gates along the at-grade
alignments would create considerable traffic congestion for both commuters and emergency response
vehicles and would have the following effect on corridor performance:
Lower travel speeds by 55% in the AM and 64% in the PM
lncrease vehicle hours traveled by 91% in the AM to 124% in the PM
lncrease vehicle hours of delay by 235% in the AM and 314% in the PM for both emergency
response vehicles and commuters
Reduce train travel times in the corridor by 35 to 42% due to corridor-wide train preemption
timing.

INTRODUCTION
In June 2010, Fehr & Peers submitted the Preliminary Technical Memorandum - Initial Findings for Traffic
Operations/Simulationfor the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension - Four Quadrant Gate Feasibility Study
(June 30, 2010). The preliminary memorandum summarized an initial assessment of potential traffic
effects of the proposed four quadrant crossing gates (Project) along the Metro Gold Line Eastside
Extension (MGLEE) in the City of Los Angeles and County of Los Angeles. Fehr & Peers began
preparation of the traffic simulation and analysis assuming the project opening year (2014) with 2-car train
(180 feet) operations and 6-minute headways in the project corridor. The analysis was later modified to
represent year 2020 conditions with 2-car trains and 5-minute headways due to NEPAICEQA
considerations.
During Fehr & Peers' presentation of the initial traffic analysis results to Metro staff in June 2010, Metro
rail operations staff recommended that the traffic analysis be modified to represent 3-car (270-feet) train
operations and five-minute headways as the most conservative scenario for year 2020 conditions. Fehr &
Peers then performed a sensitivity test simulating 3-car trains (270 feet), which indicated that the
additional train length would not result in significant changes to the overall conclusions described in the
June 2010 preliminary memorandum. At that time, Fehr & Peers recommended that a more focused
analysis should be performed to provide a detailed analysis of delay due to 3-car trains.
In December 2010, Fehr & Peers conducted a full VlSSlM simulation to simulate a 3-car train for all 24
intersections and updated the vehicle delay and queuing at all 24 intersections. The results were
summarized in the Draft Technical Memorandum: Refinement of Traffic Operations/Simulation for the
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Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension - Four Quadrant Gate Feasibility Study (January 7 , 2011). The 3-car
train analysis indicated that the proposed quadrant gates may result in various levels of traffic impacts at
the 24 study intersections under future year 2020 conditions. The revised traffic simulation concluded
that additional train length could result in additional intersection delays under year 2020 conditions such
that a few intersections may fall into a different level of traffic impact groups.
On February 1, 2011, Fehr & Peers was asked by Metro staff and the County of Los Angeles staff to
revise the VlSSlM traffic simulation for future with 3-car train and the proposed project (quadrant gates)
scenario to reflect the revised transit signal preemption parameters prepared by the County of Los
Angeles staff. In addition, California MUTCD may change the walking speed for pedestrians from 4 Wsec
to 3.5 Wsec in the proposed 2011 Edition. The revised VlSSlM analysis assumed the travel speed of 3.5
Wsec to estimate pedestrian crossing times for all future 2020 with 3-car train scenarios. This change was
expected to result in additional pedestrian clearance time and additional vehicle delay to the general
traffic during the normal signal operations when the trains were not present. However, the maximum
preemption time provided by the County was reduced for each intersection, ranging from one second to
13 seconds when the trains were present. The analysis results showed the combined effect of increased
pedestrian crossing times and the reduced maximum preemption time.
Table 1 provides an overview of the traffic analysis results under each analyzed scenario.
Table 1. Summary of Project Effect on Intersection Operations
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The number of intersections operating at LOS E or better in at least one peak hour. The LOS E locations may require further
refinement of corridor signal optimization to attempt to meet LOS D
4~hese
locations were estimated to operate at LOS F in at least one peak hour and may require further corridor signal optimization
and additional physical improvement to provide additional needed capacity
'source: Preliminary Technical Memorandum - Initial Findings for Trafic Operations/Simulationfor the Metro Gold Line Eastside
Extension - Four Quadrant Gate Feasibilrty Study (Fehr & Peers, June 30,2010).
"ource: Draf? Technical Memorandum: Refinement of Traffic Operations/Smulation for the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension Four Quadrant Gate FeasibilityStudy (Fehr & Peers, January 7, 2011).
Assumed pedestrian crossing travel speed of 3.5 Wsec per the proposed CA MUTCD 2011 Edition.
**Included the revised transit signal preemption parameters provided by the County of Los Angeles staff (February 1, 2011).
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The following sections summarize the assumptions, methodologies, and more detailed traffic simulation
results with the 3-car trains.

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
In October 2008, the Metro Board directed staff to identify the necessary steps for installing quadrant
gates at at-grade intersection crossings along the MGLEE alignment. In October 2009, Metro issued the
the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension Four Quadrant Gate Feasibility Study which developed
conceptual quadrant gate designs for 24 at-grade intersections and identified potential impacts and
challenges that could occur with the installation of quadrant gates. In November 2009, the MGLEE
opened for revenue operations, and, in December 2009, the Board directed staff to conduct and
environmental analysis for the purposes of installing quadrant gates at at-grade intersections along the
alignment.
Fehr & Peers was asked to prepare a traffic study to analyze the at-grade segments of the MGLEE
alignment which include the following segments:
Alameda Streeflemple Street to 1'' StreetlGless Street
1'' StreetlLorena Street to 3'(1StreeWoods Avenue-Beverly Boulevard/Pomona'Boulevard
The traffic analysis was conducted using VISSIM, a traffic simulation software program, to understand
effects on intersection delay and corridor travel time in the AM and PM peak hours on a typical weekday.
VlSSlM is a microscopic time step and behavior based simulation model, and has been widely used in
multimodal operations projects. VlSSlM models the interactions between individual vehicles as they
travel through the roadway network and replicates actual signal timing and signal coordination. This
traffic modeling program creates real time visual simulation that:
Allows evaluation of interaction between vehicles, transit, and pedestrians
Allows evaluation of LRT pre-emption and resulting vehicle delay associated with proposed
quadrant gate operations
The VlSSlM model contains the 24 study intersections and other side streets in between the study
intersections, totaling 43 intersections in the model network (Figures 1A and 1B). The traffic simulation
focused on the multimodal operations of the two at-grade alignments under current base Year 2010 and
future Year 2020 without and with project conditions. Our understanding of the proposed lane geometry
and gate control locations was based on a review of Appendix I from the September 2009 MGLEE Four
Quadrant Gate Feasibility Study (most conservative project build scenario).

STUDY APPROACH
Figure 2 illustrates the general approach for this study. Fehr & Peers coordinated with Metro staff,
County of Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LADPW) and City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (LADOT) to refine the study approach and data needs, including:
Aerial photographs of the study area
As-built drawing and existing signal timing plans
Available vehicle and pedestrian count data'
Corridor speed surveys
LRT signal pre-emption parameters (with proposed quadrant gate operations)
For this study, new intersection turning movement counts and pedestrian volumes were collected at 13 of
24 study intersections during the AM, midday and PM peak hours in April 2010~.The AM and PM peak
hour traffic counts were balanced and used to calibrate and validate the traffic simulation models
(Appendix A). Field observations and travel speed surveys were conducted for the LRT trains between
Union Station and Atlarrtic Station as well as the general purpose traffic in the study corridor during the
peak periods to further calibrate the VlSSlM micro-simulation model (Appendix B).
The calibrated and validated existing micro-simulation model was used to generate performance
measures consistent with Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (Transportation Research Board, 2000). The
validated VlSSlM model served as the basis for future conditions models. Future base 2020 VlSSlM
models were then developed to analyze the effect of the proposed crossing gate operations. The
measures of effectiveness (MOEs) were developed and used to evaluate the potential traffic effect related
to the proposed gate operations. The MOEs include:
System-wide performance, including number of vehicles served, vehicle miles traveled (VMT),
vehicle hours traveled (VHT), vehicle hours of delay (VHD), speed, and vehicle hours of delay per
mile
Travel time for train and general traffic along the study corridor
Average vehicle delay and corresponding intersection level of service (LOS)
Based on a review of future without and with project conditions, we took the first step to identify potential
signal modification or roadway improvements to accommodate the proposed gate operations.
Based on a review of future without and with project conditions, we took the first step to identify potential
signal modification or roadway improvements to accommodate the proposed gate operations.

'

13 of 24 study intersections were located in the County of Los Angeles. The County provided historical count data from January
2010 at 10 of the 13 intersections and at the intersection of 3rdStreetMloods AvenuelBeverly BoulevardlPomona Boulevard from
Aoril2010.
' Fehr & Peers arranged new traffic and pedestrian count data collection in April 2010 for two intersections in the County of Los
Anaeies (3rd StreeUMcDonnell Avenue and 3rd StreeUArizonaAvenue) and 11 studv intersections in the Citv of Los Anaeles.
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Figure 2: Study Approach

ANALYSIS SCENARIOS AND PARAMETERS
The following sections describe the key parameters assumed for the traffic analysis scenarios.
Existing Conditions

Existing condition includes the current LRT facility in its current state (signalized control), with the
following key features:
1'' Street Bridge westbound traffic lane closed: the westbound travel lane was closed on the 15'
Street Bridge between Mission Street and Vignes Street due to temporary construction.

8,000-9,000 daily riders3
7- to &minute headway in each direction
Transit Signal Priority at LADOT intersections
2-car LRT trains (180 feet)
Future (Year 2020) No Project Conditions

Future 2020 conditions assumed the LRT system and the roadway generally remain at its current
configuration to use as a base condition for comparison, however, with several modifications expected
under year 2020 conditions:
1'' Street Bridge westbound traffic lane re-opened: we reviewed historical count data for lSt
Street
Bridge and estimated 2020 baseline volume data for the study corridor with the re-opening of the
bridge4.
12,000 daily riders: based on consultation with ~ e t r oapproximately
~,
45%-50% (8,000-9,000) of
the estimated year 2035 daily riders (18,000) have been materialized for the Eastside. Assuming
a linear growth rate for the Eastside Extension ridership, we estimated 67% of the Year 2035
riders (i.e., 12,000 riders) may be materialized by 2020. The additional of 3,000 daily transit
riders were translated into peak hour boardings and distributed to the roadway networks by
mode, based on a review of Metro's mode of access analysis for each LRT station in the AM and
PM peak hours.
5-minute design headway in each direction: to allow simulation of the potential project traffic
impacts at the greatest train frequencies, a 5-minute headway was assumed in the analysis, to be
consistent with the NEPNCEQA environmental analysis prepared for Metro Gold Line Eastside
operations.
10% for traffic growth rate: the traffic growth rates (approximately 1 percent per year) were
obtained from the NEPNCEQA environmental analysis that was prepared for the Metro Gold Line
Eastside operations and applied to the existing (Year 2010) traffic volumes to develop future
(Year 2020) traffic forecasts.

Metro staff estimated out of the current Metro Gold Line daily boardings of 31,544 that approximately 8,000-9,000 boardings occur
between Union Station and 3rdlAtlantic (May 27,2010).
With the re-opening of the 1"' Street Bridge, Line 31 service between downtown and lndiana Street will be discontinued in June
2010. The Line 31 service from Indiana eastward will become Line 287B but will continue to have service. Line 30 will be the only
line operating on the First Street Bridge during our analysis year (per Metro Service Planning & Development staff on May 28,
2010).
$'
Future mode of access data for each Gold Line Station were obtained from Metro's travel forecasting for the proposed Regional
Connector project under Year 2035 No Build conditions.
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Synchronization of Los Angeles County traffic signals: preliminary signal timing plans were
developed for the County's portion to reflect the proposed 120-second cycle time and left-turn
phasing, based on review of year 2020 traffic forecasts for the corridor.
Three-car LRT trains (270 feet)
Inclusion of CA MUTCD 2011 edition to change the average pedestrian crossing speed from 4.0
Wsec to 315 Wsec.
Future (Year 2020) with Project Conditions

A future (2020) gate-controlled traffic model was developed by adjusting future 2020 baseline
characteristics of the LRT system to include quadrant gates. Therefore, those expected modifications to
traffic and the LRT system assumed for 2020 No Project conditions were also applied to this scenario.
The highlights associated with the proposed project conditions are:
No additional traffic diversion due to proposed gate operations (as the most conservative
scenario)
Rail pre-emption parameters based on Policy for Grade Crossing for Light Rail Transit (LAMTA,
December 4, 2003) and consultation with LADPW and LADOT staff, including:
o

27 to 42 seconds of advanced pre-emption time to clear traffic and pedestrians crossing
the tracks (as summarized in Table 2)

o

25 to 27 seconds of railroad warning time before the train arrivals (including activation of
flashing lights and lowering of crossing gate)

o

9 to 13 seconds (typical) train passage and clearance time (computed using typical train
length, street width, and average speed through grade crossing)

o

5 to 7 seconds (typical) lag time for gates to start up and cars to enter crossing area

o

An optional allowance of five seconds (specific number to be based on anticipated
conditions at specified crossing) can be added to provide additional gate down time for
random delay in arrival of train at crossing after activation of gates due to factors such as
upstream operational conditions, departure from near-side station at reduced speed, etc.

Higher potential for back-to-back pre-emption: increased train headway from current 7- to 8minute headway to 5-minute headway could increase the likelihood of train back-to-back preemption operations. Depending on the train schedules and signal operations, one train could
request the rail pre-ernption in one direction while another train arrives immediately after in
another direction, requesting the pre-emption and blocking the crossing streets again.
This future with project model was used for comparison with the base model to determine the results of
controlling the at-grade crossings with gates. The analysis focused on the effect of the gate operations
on traffic; however, the pedestrians signal timings were also modified to be consistent with gate
operations.
Future (Year 2020) with Project plus Signal Optimization Conditions

Based on review of future without and with project conditions, we identified the hot spots and took the
initial steps to identify potential signal modifications that could facilitate the traffic flow and gate operations
and analyzed them in the VlSSlM model. For example, a signal phasing diagram can be programmed so
that the approach with high demand traffic is served first immediately after the rail pre-emption.
Additional green time could be assigned to the traffic crossing the tracks during the normal cycle length
before a train activates the pre-emption or immediately after completion of each transit pre-emption
before the signal transitions back to the normal cycle operations. Again, this scenario is an interim
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analysis, and Fehr & Peers expects to work with Metro's Design-Build team and jurisdictions to explore
more options to improve the traffic conditions and minimize delay associated with gate operations.

PROJECT EFFECT ON SYSTEMWIDE PERFORMANCE
Corridor traffic conditions in the study area can be described by systemwide travel statistics, including
number of vehicles served, VMT, VHT, VHD and speed. VMT is computed by multiplying the number of
trips on a roadway by the facility's total length. This reveals the total mileage traveled. VHT is derived by
multiplying the number of trips on a roadway by the travel time for each trip. VHD is calculated by finding
the difference between the travel time under congested conditions and the travel time that would be
expected under free-flow conditions. VHT and VHD indicate how additional travel demand may influence
congestion in the system from a travel time standpoint.
Table 3 summarizes the systemwide travel statistics results for existing and three future scenarios during
the AM and PM peak. Although all three year 2020 scenarios have the same demand volume for the
entire corridor (no traffic diversion), the number of vehicles being served in the peak haur varies based on
the capacity of the intersection, the roadway network and the congestion level. As shown in Table 3,
implementation of quadrant gates along the at-grade alignments without corridor signal optimization is
expected to create considerable traffic congestion in the corridor compared to 2020 No Project conditions,
such as:
Lower traffic carrying capacity by 24% (or 4,298 vehicles) in the AM and 16% (or 3,243 vehicles)
in the PM) due to transit pre-emption and gate operations
Lower VMT by 14% to 19% because motorists cannot travel further due to congestion
Higher VHT by 91% to 124% because of extra delay at the intersections
Lower travel speed by more than 50%
Higher average vehicle delay for motorists and emergency response vehicles due to gate
operations
With the initial corridor signal optimization at a few hot spots, the corridor traffic conditions could be
improved considerably over future with project conditions. Even though signal optimization may not be
sufficient to allow the entire corridor to operate at conditions similar to future without gate conditions, it
could support quadrant gate operations at selected locations along the alignment. It would also reduce
the average motorist delay from 300 seconds (which could mean motorists waiting for two to three cycles
at certain intersections) by one-half to about 150 seconds.

PROJECT EFFECT ON CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIME
The travel time through the study corridor was estimated using the VlSSlM model, as shown in Table 4.
The peak travel direction for the study area is westbound to downtown Los Angeles in the morning and
eastbound in the afternoon. As shown in Table 4, under existing conditions and future No Project
conditions, the travel times for the light rail trains ranges from 24 to 28 minutes from the Union Station to
Atlantic Station.
With the proposed quadrant gates and advanced transit pre-emption, the average train travel time could
be reduced by about 40%, ranging from 16 minutes. With the gate control and transit pre-emption, trains
do not need to slow down or come to a full stop at any study intersection when there is no station nearby.
Conversely, traffic through the corridor or crossing the tracks could be impacted when a train is present.
Given the assumed design headway of only five minutes, there would not be enough time to clear the
traffic queuing in between train pre-emption. Therefore, gridlock congestion was observed for closelyspaced intersections such as lndiana Street between 1'' and 3d Street, 3d Street between lndiana Street
and State Route 60 (Pomona Freeway), and 3rdStreet between Ford Boulevard and Woods Avenue. The
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estimated travel time could double or more for general traffic. Again, initial corridor signal optimization
could improve the travel time for general traffic; however, it may not be sufficient to maintain travel times
similar to future No Project conditions.

PROJECT EFFECT ON INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
The validated and calibrated micro-simulation model generates performance measures consistent with
the "Operational Analysis" method from the HCM, including the average delay and intersection LOS.
LOS categories range from excellent, nearly free-flow traffic at LOS A to overloaded, stop-and-go
conditions at LOS F. Table 5 provides LOS definitions for signalized intersections using the HCM
methodology. The LOS definitions and ranges of delay shown in these tables represent average
conditions for all vehicles at an intersection across an entire hour. Delays longer than the average
condition are experienced by motorists on certain movements andlor during peak times within the peak
hour. The City of Los Angeles and County of Los Angeles typically consider LOS D as the minimum
desirable LOS at arterial intersections.
Table 6 summarizes the AM and PM peak hour delay and corresponding LOS results (color-coded by
letter grades) for the 24 study intersections.
Comparison of Existing and Future No Project

Under future No Project conditions, with additional traffic growth (10% more) and more trains, a
noticeable change in LOS could occur at five of the 24 intersections over the existing conditions:
lStStreet& lndiana Street (from E to F in the AM peak hour)
3d Street & lndiana Street (from C to E in both peak hours)
3rdStreet & Rowan Street (from D to E in both peak hours)
3rdStreet & Eastern Avenue (from C to D in the PM peak hour)
3d Street & Woods Avenue (from C to D in the AM peak hour and from D to E in the PM peak
hour)
Comparison of Future No Project and Future with Project

With the proposed quadrant gates (project) but without any signal optimization, Table 6 shows that 15 of
the intersections could operate at unsatisfactory LOS E of F in both peak hours. Only four of the 24 study
intersectionswould maintain acceptableLOS D or better in both peak hours, na
1'' Street & Clarence Street
1'' Street & Gless Street
3rdStreet & Civic Center Way
3d Street & La Verne Way
Notice that the generally satisfactory LOS D or better conditions reported for 3d Street & Civic Center
Way and 3d Street & La Verne Way could potent2lly be a result of the traffic meteriy effect caused by
the upstream and downstream bottlenecks at 3 Street & Mednik Avenue and 3 Street $ Woods
Avenue-Beverly BoulevardlPomona Boulevard. There is a potential that the intersections of 3 Street &
Civic Center Way and 3d Street & La Verne Way could operate at worse than LOS D conditions (i.e., LOS
E or F) if more traffic were sent from the surrounding bottlenecks and then resulted in oversaturated
conditions at these two intersections.

TABLE 2
TRAFFIC SIGNAL RAIL PRE-EMPTION ASSUMPTIONS

"Source, Fehr & Peers (March 8,201 1) On February 1,2011. Fehr & Reers was asked by Metro staff and the County of Los Angeles staff to revise the VlSSlM traffic slmlation for future w rth 3-car train and the
proposed project (quadrant gates) scenario to reflect the revlsed transit signal preemption parameters prepared by the County of Los Angeles staff. The Caldornia M C D may change the walking speed for
pedestrians from4 fffsec to 3.5 fffsec In the proposed 2011 Ediilon. The revised VlSSlM analysls assumad the travel speed of 3 5 fffsec to estlmate pedestrian crossing times This change w as expected to result
in additional pedestrian clearance t i m and additional veh~cledelay to the general traffic w hen the trams w ere not present. However, the maximm preemptiontime provided by the County was reduced for each
intersection, ranging fromone second from 13 second (the rmst) when the trams were present. The analys~sresults showed the combmed effect of increased pedestrian crossing tlmes and the reduced maxlmm
preenptiontime
* W l m m pre-emon time = Total Railroad Warning T i +Advanced preemption tlme
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TABLE 3
PROJECT EFFECT ON CORRIDOR PERFORMANCE

l ~ u m b e of
r Vehicles reached destinations (Carrying Capacity)

1

Total Vehicle Mile Trawled (VMT)

15,641

1

18,1771

13,879

1

-24%

1

17,1981

-5%

7,170

8,819

7,549

-14%

8,557

-3%

Total Vehicle Hours Trawled (VHT)

553

742

1,415

91%

1,322

78%

Awrage Speed [mph]

13.0

11.9

5.3

-55%

6.5

-45%

I Vehicle Hours of Delay [hr]

I

1821

2741

919

1

235%

1

1

17,2931

19,700(

16,457

1

-16%

I

8,733

10,102

8,225

700

885

1,986

12.5

11.4

4.1

I

1

215%

1

18,3231

-7%

1

-19%

9,298

-8%

124%

1,529

73%

6.1

46%

1,0391

182%

862

Average Delay Experienced by Each Motorist
[seclvehl

l ~ u m b eof
r Vehicles reached destinations (Carrying Capacity)
Total Vehicle Mile Trawled (VMT)
Total Vehicle Hours Trawled (VHT)
Awrage Speed [mph]

I

Vehicle Hours of Delay [hr]

I

I

I

2681

3691

-64%
I

1,528

1

I

314%

1

*Source: Fehr & Peers (612712011). The analysis assumed Metro Gold Line Eastside Line operations with 3-car trains under year 2020 conditions. On February 1,201 1, Fehr & Peers was
asked by Metro staf and the Counlyof Los Angeles staff to revise the VlSSlM traffic simulation for future with 3-car train and the proposed project (quadrant gates) scenario to reflect the
revised transit signal preemption parameters prepared bythe Counlyof Los Pngeles staff. The analysis results in this table reflected the revised transit signal preemption parameters
proposed by the County.
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TABLE 4
PROJECT EFFECT ON AVERAGE TRAN AND AUTO TRAVEL TIME
BASED ON VlSSlM MULTIPLE RUN RESULTS

%wrce. Fehr 8 WerS (February 24,2011) The analysls assumed Metro Gdd Line Clstside Line operafins w ith Scar trains under year 2020 conditions. On February 1,2011, Fehr & Peers was asked by Metro
staf and the County Of Los Angeles staff to revlse h e VlSSlM traffic scrmlation for future w ith 3-car train and the proposed project (quadrant gates) scenario to reflect the revlsed transit signal preemption
parameters prepared by the County of LOS Angeles staff. The analysts results in his table reflected the revised transit signal preemption parameters proposed by the County.
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TABLE 5
LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS FOR SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

B

I

>I
0 and 520

IEXCELLENT No vehicle waits longer than one red
light and no approach phase is fully used.
VERY GOOD. An occasional approach phase is

>20 and 535

lfully utilized; many drivers begin to feel somewhat
restricted within groups of vehicles.
GOOD. Occasionally drivers may have to wait

I
C

I

I
D

I

>35 and 555

I

I

I
I

E

lthrough more than one red light; backups may
dewlop behind turning vehicles.
FAIR. Delays may be substantial during portions
of the rush hours, but enough lower volume periods
lof the rush hours, but enough lower volume periods
1ore~ntina
backups.
" excessi~
IPOOR. Represents the most vehicles intersection
(approachescan accommodate; may be long lines
of waiting vehicles through several signal cycles.
FAILURE. Backups from nearby locations or on
cross streets may restrict or prevent movement of
chicles out of the intersection approaches.
Tremendous delays with continuously increasing
queue lengths
I'

>55 and 280

>80

Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2000.
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Future with Project and Initial Signal Optimization

Finally, with the initial effort of corridor signal optimization, at least seven of the 24 study intersections
could operate at acceptable LOS D or better in both peak hours, with reduced vehicle delay for the
remaining intersections. Even though signal optimization may not be sufficient to allow every intersection
to operate at conditions similar to 2020 No Project conditions, it could support quadrant gates at some
intersections, with less than significant traffic effects on corridor conditions. Based on the visual
inspection of the traffic simulation and the estimated intersection delay and LOS, the following
summarizes our initial findings regarding whether quadrant gates are feasible for each of the study
intersections.

TRAFFIC ANALYSIS FINDINGS
Depending on the intersection volumes and operating conditions, proposed quadrant gates would have
various levels of impacts on the study intersections, and can be categorized into five groups, as shown in
Table 7.
As shown in Table 7, Group 1 are intersections where gates are expected to operate at acceptable LOS
C or better during both AM and PM peak hours, and Group 2 are intersections where appropriate signal
optimization would allow intersections to maintain LOS D, but may have measurable queuing. Group 3
are intersections where appropriate signal optimization would help, but may still operate at unsatisfactory
LOS E; further refinement is needed to attempt to meet the LOS D standard. Group 4 are intersections
where signal optimization would not be sufficient to minimize queues, resulting in LOS F. Group 5 are
intersectionswhere gates are not recommended due to significant queuing, right-of-way constraints, etc.
Even though the maximum preemption time was reduced for the County's intersections by one second to
up to 13 seconds, the effect of increased pedestrian crossing time (flash don't walk time by one to four
seconds for every crossing) would introduce additional vehicle delay to the general traffic during the
normal signal operations when the trains are not present. The overall picture of the traffic analysis results
are similar to the findings presented in the previous January 7,201 1 memorandum, as described below:
Seven of the 24 intersections are expected to operate at LOS D or better in both peak hours
after the gate installations (i.e., Group 1 and 2 combined);
Two of the 24 would fall into Group 3 where intersections are operating at borderline LOS E
and may require further refinement of corridor signal optimization to attempt to meet LOS D;
and
15 of the 24 would fall under Group 4 where high traffic delay (LOS F) is estimated even with
the initial signal optimization. We recommend further exploration of both operational and
physical improvements to provide additional traffic capacity or consideration of design
options.
Group 5 contains locations where gates are definitely not recommended due to significant queuing or
right-of-way constraints. It is likely that some locations falling under Group 3 and 4 could fall into this
group. However, any intersection falling under this group will be determined based on discussions with
the Metro team, jurisdictions and other stakeholders.
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF TRAFFIC EFFECT OF QUADRANT GATES ON STUDY INTERSECTIONS
BASED ON FUTURE (2020) WITH PROJECT PLUS SIGNAL OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO*

Group

lntersections where gate, with appropriate signal
optimization, are expected to operate at acceptable LOS
C or better during both AM and PM peak hours

1st & Hewitt St
1st & Anderson
1st & Gless St
3rd & La Verne Way

13 intersections, including:
Group 2

Intersections where appropriate signal optimization would
work (LOS D), but may have measurable queuing

.

1st & Utah
& Clarence
3rd & Civic Center Way

I

I

lntersections where appropriate signal optimization would
Group 3 help, but may still operate at unsatisfactory LOS E during
one or both peak hours; further refinement is needed to
potentially meet LOS D standard

2 intersections, including:
Alameda & Temple
Ist & Mgnes

15 intersections, including:
1st & Alameda St
1st St & Mission
Ist & Lorena
1st & Indiana
3rd & Indiana
3rd & Rowan

Intersections where signal optimization would not be
Group 4 sufficient to minimize queue, resulting in LOS F. Physical '3rd & Gage
3rd & SR-60 WB Ramps
improvements to provide additional capacity will be
needed.
3rd & Downey
3rd & Eastern
3rd & Ford
3rd & McDonnell
3rd & Arizona
3rd & Mednik
3rd & Woods Ave-BeverlylPomona

Group 5

Intersections where gates are not recommended due to
significant queuing, ROW constraints, etc.

To be determined based on discussions with
Metro team and jurisdictions

?Source: Fehr & M r s (February 24,201 1). The analysis assumed Metro Gold Lme Eastside Line operations w rVl Scar trams under year 2020 conditions.
On February 1,2011, Fehr & R e n was asked by Metro staf and the County of Los Angeles staff to revise the VBSIM traffic sbnulationfor future w ith Scar
tram and the proposed prapct (quadrant gates) scenario to reflect the revised transit signal preerrption parameters prepared by the County of Los Angeks
staff. The analyss resuks in this table reflectedthe revisedtransit signal preenption parameters proposed by the County.
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CONCLUSIONS
The analysis assumed the most conservative approach, assuming conservation of traffic in the corridor
(no diversion), additional ambient growth of 10% and higher train frequency. With the initial signal
optimization, we found quadrant gates could be feasible for some locations and do not seem feasible at
others. Looking at overall corridor performance, we concluded that:
Quad gates adversely affect vehicle and intersection operations
Quad gates adversely affect vehicle travel times, with significant delay with back-to-back preemption
Quad gates improve LRT travel times (by 30% to 39%), including back-to-back pre-emption

APPENDIX A:
SUMMARY OF INTERSECTION PEAK HOUR TURNING MOVEMENT
VOLUMES

METRO GOLD LINE EASTSIDE QUADRANTGATETRAFFIC STUDY
PRELIMINARYSUMMARY OF INTERSECTION PEAK HOUR TURNING MOVEMENTDATA
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APPENDIX 6:
EXISTING TRAVEL TIME SURVEY FOR LRT AND GENERAL TRAFFIC

FIGURE 2: GENERAL TRAVEL CONDITIONS

FIGURE 3: METRO GOLD LINE TRAVEL CONDITIONS

